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HIGHLIGHT OF COP26: 
AVIATION MOVES ON DECARBONIZATION 

ALEXANDRA HERDMAN 

UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) is

being held in this month in Glasgow. One of

the key focus is propelling the global

transition to zero emission transport. 

Although the aviation industry is making

huge strides to decarbonize its operation

through various measures such as increased

development and adoption of sustainable

aviation fuels (SAFs) – there is a lot more

needs to be done. The COP26 community

will likely call on aviation to drive forward its

zero emission programmes to help protect

our planet. 

Under current UN timelines, at least 10% of

fuel used in global aviation should be

sustainable by 2030; SAFs can be made from

a variety of feedstocks, from sources

including municipal waste, cooking oil, and

waste gases. 

The University of Sheffield announced its

plans to build a centre that will lead

research, innovation, and commercial

testing of SAFs in September 2021. ‘

This will be the first of its kind in Europe with

the facilities to test, validate and certify new

types of these fuels, and will help producers

to bring their products to the market sooner

to help with the industry’s decarbonization

efforts.

This represents a huge step forward for

aviation and Logistics UK is looking forward

to seeing the output from the centre.

As the progress is being made towards the

2030 SAF deadline, aircraft and fuel

manufacturers Rolls-Royce. Shell and Airbus

said publicly last month that the current

transition to green jet fuels is too slow,

believing the industry must achieve its

targets before 2030. 
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Currently, the UK port porter is

undergoing trials of greener fuels

and electric alternatives for the

future of its operational machinery

and equipment, at the same time,

promoting the benefits of ports

closer to the end destination to

reduce emissions and introduce

major new rail services for better

connectivity.

In addition, in order to future-proof

its carbon-neutral needs, the group

has created an Innovation Forum

which seeks to answer some of the

biggest questions around the

emission reduction. The forum also

tracks down answers from

universities, entrepreneurs, and

start-ups. Which in turn pitch their

ideas and solutions. 

According to Mark Whitworth, the

CEO of Peel Ports, their vision of

their business future, people,

customers and communities is

ambitious. Their ultimately net-zero

plans will work towards achieving

long-term sustainable growth that

has a positive impact on the

environment, regional and local

economies for generations to come.

 

Furthermore, Peel Ports officials

noted that the group will continue

to support the changing energy

markets with both offshore and

onshore wind sites available cross

its locations. 

According to a statement, the port

operator owning some of the UK’s

largest ports including the Port of

Liverpool, Clydeport and London

Medway, s the first port group to

convey such ambitious plans

towards tackling climate change.

Peel Ports had invested over

US$1.62 billion on sustainable

infrastructure and technology over

the last decade to upgrade its

operations including the delivery of

energy-efficient cranes, LED lighting

and choosing sustainable

equipment and suppliers. 

Rolls-Royce intends to transition all of its Trent engines

that power around 40% of the world’s long-haul aircraft

to sustainable fuel by 2023. 

While it is positive to see such leadership from the

aviation giants, an obstacle remains for the airlines as

using sustainable fuel over traditional fuel required

additional cost. We hope to see the prices fall with

advanced technology to enable greater adoption. 

COP26 provides an exciting opportunity for aviation to

challenge itself and push forward with its

decarbonization programmes. The path to net zero

emissions will be challenging and complex, and

require significant support from the government. 

Peel Ports Group has announced its

commitment to become a net-zero

port operator by 2040, ten years

ahead of the United Kingdom

Government’s national targets of

decarbonization. 

The Liverpool-based port operator

has unveiled a range of initiative and

investments targets to help drive a

more sustainable agenda and reach

the net-zero milestone by 2040

across all of its locations in the UK

and Ireland. 

Peel Ports targets to have 50% of its

vehicle fleet replaced with electric

cars by the end of this year, with the

remainder in place by next year’s

December.

PEEL PORTS PLANS NET ZERO EMISSIONS BY 2040  



Reducing fuel consumption and emissions by

reducing wait times for truck and/or vessels (76%) 

Improving the efficiency of container handling in

the yard (61%)

Electrifying equipment (58%) 

Reducing energy consumption in data centres by

moving to the cloud (27%) 

Respondents noted clearly the benefits for companies

that get it right as sustainability efforts can add value

to terminal operations by reducing energy costs for

greater efficiency (73%), improving community

relations by demonstrating a commitment to

protecting the environment (68%), attracting/retaining

customers (47%) and avoiding penalties for missing

environmental regulations (46%).

Regarding reinforcing the growing demand from

customers to partner with environmentally

companies, 35% of respondents noted that their

customers monitor their operation’s sustainability

performance, and about a quarter said that their

customers integrate Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

in their qualification criteria for sustainability when

selecting suppliers.

For companies evaluating which initiatives will have

the biggest impact on improving sustainability in their

operations, the survey found terminals prioritise:

Navis, the provider of operational technologies and

services for global organisations across the shipping

supply chain, has unveiled new survey findings that

examine the motivation behind global terminals

implementing new sustainability initiatives, as well as

the current status and the expected benefits of these

endeavours.

There are growing pressure from regulators, customers

and the global community, the shipping industry is

working hard to increase sustainability and maintain a

profit at the same time. According to Navis' survey, 93%

of respondents believe it’s either important or extremely

important for their organisations to have sustainability

initiatives in place, with a majority reporting efforts are

already underway to implement, track and measure the

effectiveness of these initiatives.

The results from the 2021 Sustainability Survey, gathered

from over 71 Navis customers, highlight the interest that

terminals have shown in moving towards more

sustainable operations.

When asked what is motivating  them to adopt

sustainability initiatives, the top responses included

complying with environmental regulations, aligning with

organisational goals and values, making a tangible

impact on the local and global environment, and meeting

customer expectations.

GLOBAL REGULATORS AND CUSTOMERS PUSH
TERMINALS TO INCREASE SUSTAINABILITY  

https://www.techvalidate.com/portals/2021-sustainability-survey-results


Navis further explained in a statement that terminals

are now turning to software and solutions to reach

these goals more efficiently. It helps the organizations

optimize driving distance for container handling

equipment, reduce rehandles and minimize

maintenance windows, reduce truck and vessel wait

times and improve turn times, optimize berth position

to improve yard operations, manage and prevent

incidents that could impact the environment, and

reduce on-premise hardware footprint by moving to

the cloud. 

Ajay Bharadwaj, Senior Director Product Management

in Navis, stated even the primary focus for

sustainability in the industry has always on the

equipment and energy efficiency through minimizing

unnecessary moves and reduction of fuel, the modern

port now focuses on how we can move cargo in fewer

moves to reduce fuel usage 

SUEZ CANAL AUTHORITY TO INCREASE TRANSIT
TOLL BY 6 %  

Suez Canal Authority (SCA) has published new resolutions

concerning the fees of the transiting ships through the

canal and new marketing strategies that will be applied

during the next year.

Admiral Osama Rabea, Chairman of the SCA announced

on 4 November that the authority will increase the transit

tolls of transiting ships through the canal by 6% during

2022 compared to the current tolls. 

The additional fee will take effect in upcoming February

and will be imposed on all vessels passing through the

Suez Canal except cruise ships and Liquefied natural gas

(LNG) ships. 

The Port Authority’s Chairman explained that the transit

fees stabilization for the cruise sector is mainly due to the

fact this type of vessel was highly affected by the COVID-

19 pandemic crisis compared to the ships of other

shipping sectors. Rabea stated the tourism and travel

sector has suffered major losses worldwide, including

cruise ships and sea yachts, and is expected to complete

its recovery by 2022. 

In addition, regarding the decision to fix the transit fees

of LNG vessels, the Chairman explained that "the decision

comes in the light of the continuous follow-up to the

most recent variables of the LNG seaborne trade in a way

that integrates with the development of flexible

marketing policies where the reduction percentage

granted to LNG tankers has been modified from 25% to

15% as per the amendment of circular No. 2 of 2015

planned to be applied by November."

Furthermore, the Suez Canal Port Authority has

announced it will apply a flexible marketing and pricing

strategy taking into account the global economic

conditions and its different variations through

mechanisms that include estimating the tolls of the

transiting vessels.

The strategy will allow providing the navigational

services for transiting through the canal which will be

integrated with the navigational publications, issued and

renovated by the authority, according to the immediate

variables for each class of the transiting vessels.

For the moment, the Chairman of SCA clarified that the

decisions for tolls of transiting through the Suez Canal

and flexible marketing policies are subjected to extensive

studies related to the shipping market and global trade

movement, as well as reviewing periodic reports,

recommendations issued by the organizations and

institutions of the maritime transport industry and

estimates of global financial institutions.



WHAT
WORKS BEST
FOR YOUR
LIFESTYLE?
BY JOSEPH STEIN

Youth is the time of life when one is 

young, but often means the time 

between childhood and adulthood 

(maturity). It is also defined as "the 

appearance, freshness, vigor, spirit, 

etc., characteristic of one who is 

young". Its definitions of a

The shipping group said “This focus on own controlled

capacity is highly aligned with Maersk’s airfreight

strategy”. Maersk’s ambition is to have approximately

one third of its annual air tonnage carried within its own

controlled freight network. 

The group further explained their ambition can be

achieved through a combination of owned and leased

aircraft, replicate the structure that the company has

within its ocean fleet. The remaining capacity will be

provided by strategic commercial carriers and charter

flight operators. 

According to Senator chief executive and shareholder

Tim-Oliver Kirschbaum, Senator’s own controlled air

product started in 2016 and has proven to be a success

story. He further illustrated that the company will be

able to deliver an even broader portfolio with the

controlled air capacity and in other modes of

transportation after joining with Maersk and their

customers and team will love it.

Maersk targets at increasing its presence in the airfreight

industry. Combining its airfreight services with Senator’s

offering will benefit customers through extended global

routes and capacity. 

With the acquisition of freight forwarder Senator

International and the addition of five freighters, AP Moller

Maersk, the shipping giant, is expanding into the air cargo

market. 

AP Moller Maersk owns the world’s largest container

shipping line Maersk Line, mentioned it “intends” to

acquire Senator International to “accelerate its product

offering which integrates Logistics, Ocean, Rail and Air

and expand its global air network”. 

It is reported by the Air Cargo News sister title DVZ that

the deal is worth eight times the adjusted operating

profit (EBITDA) expected for 2021, equating to an

enterprise value of around $644m. The transaction is

subject to regulatory approval during the first half of

2022. 

Senator has an advanced airfreight operation centered

around own controlled capacity using nineteen weekly

flights across its network with a dedicated air bridge with

own controlled capacity. 

BY DAMIAN BRETT

MAERSK TARGETS AIR CARGO WITH SENATOR
ACQUISTION AND FREIGHTER ORDER   



Vincent Clerc, AP Moller Maersk executive vice president

and chief executive of ocean and logistics, stated Maersk as

a global provider of integrated logistics, is improving the

ability to provide a one-stop-shop and end-to-end logistics

capabilities to their customers. Their integrated logistics

offering is strengthened through E-commerce logistics

acquisitions, tech investments, expanding warehouse

footprint, as a natural next step, the company is now

ramping up the airfreight capacity significantly and

creating a broader network to cater even better for the

needs of customers.

Senator said: “Airfreight solutions are a critical component of

the supply chain, especially for customers operating in

technology, Fast-Moving-Consumer-Goods, lifestyle,

pharmaceuticals, and the automotive industry. These

industries have high demand for speed and delivery

reliability, and high value cargo. It is the core business for

Senator to these high demand customers. With the events like

the pandemic and Suez vessel blockage, it demonstrated that

integrated logistics, including airfreight solutions, provides

critical flexibility to manage supply chain disruptions”

Freighter orders
Maersk has also announced that Star Air, its in-house aircraft

operator, will purchase two new B777 Freighters in 2024 and

leased three B767-300 Freights which will be operational next

year through Cargo Aircraft Management, the leasing arm of

ATSG. 

Boeing senior vice president of commercial sales and

marketing Ihssane Mounr said the team are delighted to

welcome Star Air to the Boeing family of 777 operators and we

look forward to many years of partnership as they continue to

grow their air cargo division. He explained the market leading

efficiency and incredible range of the 777 Freighter will

provide Maersk the flexibility to profitably operate the

airplane across its large air freight network while helping to

deliver on its sustainability objectives.

Maersk is committed to explore carbon neutral fuels for the

Star Air operated fleet of aircraft in line with IATA guidance. 

Star Air, founded in 1987 and is based at Copenhagen Airport,

already has a freighter fleet of 15 aircraft: 12 Boeing 767-200

SF’s, one Boeing 767-300BCF and two Boeing 767-300F

The airline has primarily been using its capacities to serve

other cargo airlines. Their planes have long been flying from

Cologne-Bonn Airport for the US integrator UPS. 

Senator has more than 1,700 employees across a global

network with 64 offices in 21 countries across Europe, the

Americas and Asia. It operates across three segments: Air

freight (65% of 2020 revenue), Ocean freight (30% of revenue)

and Logistics & Packaging (5% of revenue).

Its primary vertical is automotive – BMW is one of its major

customers – with established and growing exposure within

industrials, technology and pharmaceuticals. In 2020, Senator

reported revenues of $730m and adjusted EBITDA of $50m. For

2021, Senator is expected to raise revenues of $950m and

adjusted EBITDA of more than $80m.



Regarding the future estimations, Levy stated, "Based

on the current market conditions, I visualise a slight

uptick in rates just before Chinese New Year." He also

commented confidently that we will see the rates on a

stable downward trajectory after Chinese New Year as

we head into the traditionally quieter months. 

According to the digital freight forwarding company Shifl,

shipper’s relief from the drop in the China-US spot rate

market during the first week of October seems to be

continuing into November. 

Shabsie Levy, CEO & Founder of Shifl, said that with the

holiday shopping rush seemingly over and the already

ordered goods sitting inside thousands of containers on

many ships across the US, the drop-in freight rates on the

spot market continues

into November 2021 

The New-York based company had earlier found that

container spot freight rates fell sharply in October, with

rates for shipping a 40′ box from China to the Port of Los

Angeles dropping from a high of US$17,500 to US$8,500,

which translates to a decline of 51.4% compared to

September 2021.

TRANSPACIFIC BOX RATES HAVE FALLEN 50%
SINCE SEPTEMBER  

According to Shifl’s data, container spot rates for

November 2021 on the China-US East Coast route is

around US$13,800 per container in November,

reflecting a decrease of 29% over September where

the freight rates were at US$19,500.
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